IDEAPAD
Flex 3i Chromebook (15”, 7)

Large screen, light footprint.
Live large and stay light on your feet on Lenovo IdeaPad Flex 3i Chromebook with the large 15.6” FHD touchscreen display, user-facing speakers tuned by MaxxAudio® and up to 128 GB of storage, all of which add up to the outstanding user experience you can find on a convertible Chromebook. The large touchpad and numpad also allow you to select and edit files more efficiently. The Intel® N6000 processor and thin & light frame keeps your multitasking zipping along when you are on the go.

WHY YOU CAN BUY THE LENOVO IDEAPAD FLEX 3i CHROMEBOOK (15”, 7)

Big time entertainment
Being mobile doesn’t mean your entertainment can’t be big and epic. Watch crisp visuals on a large 15.6” FHD display. The IPS screen allows you to lie comfortably on the couch and view with a wider angle. Continue with your task as you venture into the outdoor and the 300 nits ensures your screen remains visible. Listen to loud, clear and optimized audio from front-facing speakers tuned by MaxxAudio®.

A more natural user interface
The IdeaPad Flex 3i Chromebook now feels more natural, intuitive and versatile. Use the touchscreen to click and drag, so editing files can be a few movements faster. The larger touchpad gives your fingers a lot more space to select and zoom in. Working on heavy sales or operation data compiling? The added numpad will come in handy. When you finish a video chat, switch off the camera shutter to take control of when people get to see.

Two modes for every mood
The 15” IdeaPad Flex 3i Chromebook comes in a thin and light chassis, weighing less than 2 kg, so you can easily carry it with you wherever you go. Edit your Google Sheets in laptop mode, watch YouTube in tent mode, or flip the screen backwards and turn your device into a tablet for presentations. The WiFi 6 capability ensures fast and stable connections while you download large files in the library or stream videos at a cafe.

The robust multitasker
The IdeaPad Flex 3i Chromebook with Intel® Inside™ delivers the performance you need on apps and on the web. It loads content-rich webpages quickly, provides brilliant video playback, and lets you multitask effortlessly while delivering amazing up-to-10 hours of battery life* with one charge. Get an Intel®-based Chromebook for Intel®-level performance at a great value.

---

* Battery life may vary based on device and upon usage and other conditions.
### Performance

**Processor**
- Intel® Pentium® Silver N6000
- Intel® Celeron® N4500

**Operating System**
- Chrome OS

**Camera**
- 720p

**Memory**
- LPDDR4X: 4 GB / 8 GB

**Storage**
- eMMC: 32 GB / 64 GB / 128 GB

**Audio**
- 2 x 2W Stereo Speakers with MaxxAudio®

**Battery**
- Up to 10 Hours

---

### Design

**Display**
- 15.6" FHD IPS 300 nits; Touchscreen

**Dimension (W x D x H)**
- (inches): 14.25" x 9.76" x 0.75"

**Net Weight**
- Starting at 1.91 kg (4.20 lbs)

**Hinge**
- 360°

**Colors**
- Abyss Blue
- Arctic Grey

---

### Connectivity

**WLAN & Bluetooth**
- Up to Intel® WiFi 6 (802.11 ax 2x2 MIMO)
- Bluetooth® 5.1 Combo with WiFi Card

**Input/Output (I/O) Ports**
- 1 x USB 3.2 Gen 1
- 2 x USB 3.2 Gen 1 (Type-A)
- 1 x MicroSD™ Card Reader
- 1 x Audio Combo Jack
- 1 x HDMI™

---

### Preloaded Software

- Google Assistant
- Google Play Store
- Android™ Studio

---

### Specifications

- Processor: Intel® Pentium® Silver N6000, Intel® Celeron® N4500
- Operating System: Chrome OS
- Camera: 720p
- Memory: LPDDR4X: 4 GB / 8 GB
- Storage: eMMC: 32 GB / 64 GB / 128 GB
- Audio: 2 x 2W Stereo Speakers with MaxxAudio®
- Display: 15.6" FHD IPS 300 nits; Touchscreen
- Dimension (W x D x H): 14.25" x 9.76" x 0.75"
- Net Weight: Starting at 1.91 kg (4.20 lbs)
- Hinge: 360°
- Colors: Abyss Blue, Arctic Grey

---

### Options & Accessories

- Lenovo 15.6" Casual Backpack B210
- Lenovo 100 Stereo Analog Headset
- Lenovo 530 Wireless Mouse

---

### Lenovo Services

- **Lenovo Premium Care**
- **Lenovo Warranty Extensions (Up to 3 Years Duration)**
- **Lenovo Premium Care Plus**
- **Lenovo Sealed Battery Warranty**
- **Lenovo Warranty Extensions (Up to 3 Years Duration)**

---
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